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The design for the production version of India’s indigenous light transport aircraft Saras has been freezed by
the National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL). The production version of Saras which will be known as Saras
Mk2 will be a twin engine turboprop 19 seater aircraft.
Currently NAL is test flying the prototype of the aircraft Saras PT1N which is a 14 seater. NAL has
completed 24 flights since its maiden flight in January 2018 and has now freezed the production version of
the aircraft. Union Science and Technology Minister Harsh Vardhan who visited NAL on Monday said that
the Saras Mk2 is an ideal aircraft for connecting small cities across the country under the Ude Desh Ka Aam
Naagrik (UDAN) scheme.
He said that the Saras Mk2 is not only in tune with the government’s ‘Make in India’ policy but is also
cheaper than the light transport aircraft available in the international market.
The aircraft currently available in the international market are of 1970s technology, such as Beechcraft
19000D, Dornier-228 and Embraer EMB 110. A foreign aircraft cost varies between Rs 60 to 70 crore, while
Saras Mk2 would cost approximately between Rs 35 to 40 crore per aircraft.
NAL Director Jitendra J Jadhav said that the Saras Mk2 when pitted against the foreign aircraft fared better
as they have higher fuel consumption, lower speeds, unpressurised cabin, high operating cost when compared
to NAL’s 19 seater aircraft.
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BENGALURU: CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories that is developing a 19-seater indigenous light transport aircraft 'Saras Mk2' has plans for a 70-seater aircraft, Union Science and
Technology Minister Harsh Vardhan said on Monday.
"Today itself they have started talking to me to get the permissions from and meetings with civil aviation ministry for their future plan of the 70-seater. That is also very heartening to know,"
Harsh Vardhan said.
"Seventy-seater has always been in the long-term vision and since they have mentioned about this today we will have to bring the civil aviation ministry on board. We have to take the
approval of the Prime Minister's office. Also, we will have to take scientists also on board, so as a science and technology minister I will facilitate them to move in the right direction," he said.
The Minister was speaking to reporters after laying the foundation for NAL's system check facility, aircraft integration facility, and the inauguration of smart aerospace composite
manufacturing facility here.
NAL director Jitendra J Jadhav said since NAL has a fair amount of experience, it would start the design of 70-seater.
He said, "First, we will have to get in-principle approval from Ministry of Science and Technology, and Civil Aviation, also from Ministry of Finance, then we can finish design phase one-anda-half year from that, which will be the preliminary design phase. Then we will submit it to the government, once the government sanctions, we will develop."
CSIR-NAL is currently engaged in the design, development and certification of Saras Mk2, a twin-engine turboprop 19-seater transport aircraft for connecting small cities.
Harsh Vardhan said everything was ready for the 19- seater, and the government has given all its support in terms of clearance and fund requirement to NAL.
Expressing happiness that NAL was ready with a better advanced model and specification for the 19-seater, he said, "This 19-seater will be a boon for the people of the country, specially for
improving and strengthening the regional travel or connectivity. Now we are in a stage that in the next few years, this 19-seater will be available for improving and strengthening the regional
connectivity," he added.
NAL officials said they have completed basic testing for pre-production standard.
Jadhav said the first production of the 19-seater aircraft is likely by around 2025.
"Four years for certification and and after that one-and-a-half year for production," he said.
The officer said they were looking at civilian market of about 100 aircraft, adding that the Indian Air Force has committed to induct 15 such aircraft initially, and they may need another 45.
He said the IAF version of Saras would be produced by HAL, and for civilian version also HAL may continue as production partner, but if demand is high, joint ventures may be worked out
with private companies.
The cost of the aircraft is likely to be at about Rs 45 crore and it was low compared to foreign aircraft may cost over Rs 70 crore.
Regarding the two-seater Hansa-Next Generation aircraft, the production would start by 2022-23.
Once the project starts its commercial operations, it would ease the availability of indigenous aircraft for pilot training to obtain private pilot and commercial pilot licenses, officials said.
Regarding the cost of Hansa, Jadhav said NAL was looking for two versions, one basic and another deluxe.
"Basic will be around Rs 1 crore, deluxe will cost about Rs 1.25 crore. For Hansa, flying clubs from across the country are potential customers, he said, adding that there may be
requirement of over 200 aircraft as flying clubs are increasing.
NAL had last year inked a pact with Delhi-based Mesco Aerospace Ltd for the design, development, production and marketing of the Hansa-Next Generation aircraft.
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Bengaluru, Sep 16 (PTI) CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories that is
developing a 19-seater indigenous light transport aircraft 'Saras Mk2' has plans
for a 70-seater aircraft, Union Science and Technology Minister Harsh Vardhan
said on Monday.
"Today itself they have started talking to me to get the permissions from and
meetings with civil aviation ministry for their future plan of the 70-seater. That is
also very heartening to know," Harsh Vardhan said.
"Seventy-seater has always been in the long-term vision and since they have
mentioned about this today we will have to bring the civil aviation ministry on
board. We have to take the approval of the Prime Minister's office. Also, we will
have to take scientists also on board, so as a science and technology minister
I will facilitate them to move in the right direction," he said.
The Minister was speaking to reporters after laying the foundation for NAL's
system check facility, aircraft integration facility, and the inauguration of smart
aerospace composite manufacturing facility here.
NAL director Jitendra J Jadhav said since NAL has a fair amount of
experience, it would start the design of 70-seater.
He said, "First, we will have to get in-principle approval from Ministry of
Science and Technology, and Civil Aviation, also from Ministry of Finance, then
we can finish design phase one-and-a-half year from that, which will be the
preliminary design phase. Then we will submit it to the government, once the
government sanctions, we will develop."
CSIR-NAL is currently engaged in the design, development and certification of
Saras Mk2, a twin-engine turboprop 19-seater transport aircraft for connecting
small cities.
Harsh Vardhan said everything was ready for the 19- seater, and the
government has given all its support in terms of clearance and fund
requirement to NAL.
Expressing happiness that NAL was ready with a better advanced model and
specification for the 19-seater, he said, "This 19-seater will be a boon for the
people of the country, specially for improving and strengthening the regional
travel or connectivity. Now we are in a stage that in the next few years, this 19seater will be available for improving and strengthening the regional
connectivity," he added.
NAL officials said they have completed basic testing for pre-production
standard.
Jadhav said the first production of the 19-seater aircraft is likely by around
2025.
"Four years for certification and and after that one-and-a-half year for
production," he said.
The officer said they were looking at civilian market of about 100 aircraft,
adding that the Indian Air Force has committed to induct 15 such aircraft
initially, and they may need another 45.
He said the IAF version of Saras would be produced by HAL, and for civilian
version also HAL may continue as production partner, but if demand is high,
joint ventures may be worked out with private companies.
The cost of the aircraft is likely to be at about Rs 45 crore and it was low
compared to foreign aircraft may cost over Rs 70 crore.
Regarding the two-seater Hansa-Next Generation aircraft, the production
would start by 2022-23.
Once the project starts its commercial operations, it would ease the availability
of indigenous aircraft for pilot training to obtain private pilot and commercial
pilot licenses, officials said.
Regarding the cost of Hansa, Jadhav said NAL was looking for two versions,
one basic and another deluxe.
"Basic will be around Rs 1 crore, deluxe will cost about Rs 1.25 crore. For
Hansa, flying clubs from across the country are potential customers, he said,
adding that there may be requirement of over 200 aircraft as flying clubs are
increasing.
NAL had last year inked a pact with Delhi-based Mesco Aerospace Ltd for the
design, development, production and marketing of the Hansa-Next Generation
aircraft.
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NAL eyes domestic market with Saras-2
Bengaluru, DHNS
Despite the troubled history of NAL’s Saras light airliner, the Mark II version of the aircraft
is set to undergo wind tunnel testing in November which will set the type on a course to
production, officials said.
Dr Harsh Vardan, Minister of Sciences and Technology, who visited National Aerospace
Laboratories (NAL) on Monday, said that the twin-engined turboprop Saras Mark II light
transport could boost regional connectivity.
While the 19-seat Mark II has completed 23 test flights over the last four years, NAL
appears conflicted about how the aircraft will be powered - through push-propeller
engines or tractor-propeller engines.
“Wind tunnel testing for the pusher configuration has been completed, and November’s
trials will test the design in tractor-propeller configuration to see if performance is
improved,” said Jitendra Jadhav, director of NAL.
“In five to six years, certification will be completed and we expect production to begin at
HAL, Kanpur by 2026,” he added.
However, big questions remain about the Saras’ safety record considering a 2009 crash
which claimed three lives. NAL has invested in a new aircraft integration facility, dubbed
the “Iron Bird,” which will educate pilots, flight engineers and technicians on the systems
and operations of the aircraft.
Dr Vardhan participated in the stone-laying ceremony for the new 40,000 square-foot
facilities near Old Airport Road.
The centre will allow for pre-installation checks for line replaceable units such as landing
gear, hydraulic systems, flight control systems and electrical systems.
NAL said that Saras Mark II has already attracted a commitment from the Indian Air
Force for 15 machines, with a requirement for another 45. However, the company has its
eyes on the civilian market, with the company hoping to sell 100 machines to regional
airlines.
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AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION FACILITY – Foundation Stone

CSIR-NAL is engaged in the design, development and certification of Saras Mk2, a twin-engine
turboprop 19-seater transport aircra for connecting small cities. To minimize aircra

Select Language

certification time and cost, the proposed systems have to be integrated and tested on the test
bed, before actual integration on the aircra . This ground test facility is called an Iron Bird or
Aircra Systems Integration Test Rig, wherein all systems / line replaceable units (LRUs) will be
integrated and tested as part of the clearance activity.
The Iron Bird is an aircra flight control and subsystems mock-up, which duplicates the flight
control system and supporting subsystems, as installed on the aircra . Typically, Iron Birds have
a limited cockpit to assess functional responses using stick, pedals, throttle, displays, landing
gear and hydraulic system controls.
The proposed Systems Integration Test Rig is for Saras-Mk2 aircra with major systems like flight
control system, landing gears, brake system, nose wheel steering, hydraulic system, cockpit
controls, avionics, communication and electrical systems etc. in spatially correct locations.
The iron bird facility is also the best facility to train the pilots and maintenance
engineers/technicians since most of the system components are visible and provide insight into
the general system layout.
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SYSTEM CHECK FACILITY – Foundation Stone
Pre-installation checks (PI checks) for line replaceable units (LRUs) of aircra system such as
landing gear, hydraulic system, flight control system, electrical system etc., are required to be
carried out on the ground to ascertain their proper functioning before installing on to the
aircra . These are mandatory requirements for aircra prototypes as per regulatory authorities
such as CEMILAC/DGAQA/DGCA.
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This facility is not presently available in CSIR-NAL, and LRUs are being checked on prototype
aircra which is no more acceptable to the regulatory authorities. In addition to the requirement
of a PI check facility, CSIR-NAL also requires a good building space with controlled temperature
and humidity for safely storing these LRUs.
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SMART AEROSPACE COMPOSITE MANUFACTURING FACILITY
The Smart Aerospace Composite Manufacturing Facility will produce high quality light weight
polymer composite airframes for the HANSA-NG program of CSIR-NAL. The process incorporates
a Just-In-Time Impregnation technology which meets the stringent aerospace standards. CSIRNAL is pioneering this technology for aerospace applications. M/s. MESCO Aerospace Pvt. Ltd. is
the production partner in this program.
The major advantages of this process are as follows:
• Cost e ective & a ordable pre-pregs
• Automated uniform spatial distribution of resin
• Minimal variation in mechanical properties
• Superior control on manufacturing parameters
• High rate of production
• Safer working environment
The present prototyping facility established at CSIR-NAL shall produce 3 to 4 aircra per year.
The same will be scaled up at M/s MESCO facility, SEONI (MP) for production of about 12 aircra
per year initially. This facility will be operational from 2021-22. Based on market demand, the
rate of production can be augmented.
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